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SANDER MULDER
Born in 1978, he began studying
design in 1996, sparked by the creativity and ingenuity he displayed
as a child. It soon hit home; this
would become his life long passion.
His successful graduation from
the Design Academy Eindhoven
in 2002, set the foundations for
opening his own design studio.
Always seeking new challenges and
inspiration, he has since steadily
been working on a diverse portfolio
containing lighting, furniture and
interior designs for international
clients, and his own collection. His
work is proof that good concepts
should only exist in symbiosis with
a good execution. It investigates
new ways to approach the construction, functionality, and aesthetics of
everyday objects and spaces. The
resulting work is a combination
of strong lines and subtle details,
with innovative techniques and
bold statements, often questioning
archetypes and their interpretations
by mankind.
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Dimple Tailored Shell materials:
* Zero Impact sustainable leather by Dani
www.gruppodani.com
* Flukso ® Eco-leather - www.flukso.it
* Gabriel Fabrics - www.gabriel.dk
* Pugi Fabrics - www.pugirg.it
* Polyether foam sg 75 kg/m3
* Customizable stitching
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Icon and Slice base
design Sander Mulder
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Diamond and Diamond Rocker base
design Stolt Design
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Dimple Pop Shell materials:
* Zero Impact sustainable leather by Dani
www.gruppodani.com
* Flukso ® Eco-leather - www.flukso.it
* Gabriel Fabrics - www.gabriel.dk
* Pugi Fabrics - www.pugirg.it
* Polyether foam sg 45 kg/m3
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dimple pop

dimple tailored

dimple closed

Dimple Closed Shell materials:
* Polypropilene 85%
* Fiberglass 15%
* UV Resistant
Available in 9 colors: white, cream,
mauve grey, light grey, dark grey,
black, red, ocean blue, mustard

dimple

BASES DIMPLE SHELL design Sander Mulder

Dimple Shell materials:
* Polypropilene 85%
* Fiberglass 15%
* UV Resistant
Available in 3 colors: white, light grey, black
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Zig Zag base
design Jutta Friedrichs
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Angel and Angel contract base
design Ruud Bos
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DIMPLE ICON

The Dimple chair design was inspired by an eclectic mix of vintage
race car seats and golf ball patterns. The result is a comfortable
and highly ergonomic body, with
a modern, vibrant aesthetic. The
Dimple chair’s mesmerizing hole
pattern gives everyone a proper
point to grip on, makes it less
prone to tipping over on a windy
day, allows for easy drying after
rain and allow it to remain cool
even in hot weather, all of which
make this the perfect chair for both
indoor and outdoor use. The innovative hole pattern also makes use
of less materials, while maintaining strength and ergonomics, and
this makes it lighter and therefore
more easy to daily handle, and
transport. The innovative Dimple
chair that offers a new tantalizing
look from every angle will complement any interior with its timeless
aesthetics.
The innovative Icon base was inspired by a makeshift chair: it’s ash
wood with appparent random connections actually consists of CNC
cut connections studied in detail,
to create a sophisticated, functional design. The “Icon” is design in
its purest form, a functional product with a strong originality, that
leaves a lasting impression in any
environment.
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VIBRANT AESTHETIC

HIGHLY ERGONOMIC
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COMFORTABLE

INDOOR & OUTDOOR

ECLECTIC
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INNOVATIVE

DIMPLE CLOSED

The Dimple Closed chair shell
seat, is the closed relative of the
Dimple shell which was inspired
by an eclectic mix of vintage race
car seats and golf ball patterns.
The Dimple Closed version was
actually concieved to be able to
offer an affordable tailored version, but due to demand is now
also offered unupholstered. It
offers the same comfortable and
highly ergonomic body, with a
modern, vibrant aesthetic.
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DIMPLE TAILORED

The upholstery of the Tailored
Dimple shell was inspired by
vintage race car seats upholstery.
The Tailored Dimple is first padded with a resistant and highly
resilient Polyether foam sg 75
kg/m3, and is then carefully
lined in leather, faux leather or
fabric, thanks to the skills of the
master upholsterers at Kubikoff
Lab. Tailored can easily withstand any kind of use, including
the intensive one of the contract
market.
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HAND SEWING
TONE ON TONE
CONTRAST STITCHING
CUSTOMIZABLE

LEATHER
ECO-LEATHER
FABRIC
MULTIPLE COMBINATIONS
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DIMPLE P O P

The Dimple Pop seat is made to
be put to the test, and manages
to combine high quality, and
functionality, with a unique determination. Pop is lined entirely
by hand, with attention to small
details. The Pop shell is padded
with a resistant and high resilient
foam sg 45 kg/m3. The shell upholstery is in eco-leather, wool
flannel fabric, fabric and leather.
The cover can be removed. The
lining is smooth, for a simple,
classy look with a strong personality. Pop suits all tastes and
all kinds of environments, and is
resistant to intensive use.
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WIDE COLOR RANGE
ECO LEATHER
WOOL FLANNEL
FABRIC
ZERO IMPACT LEATHER
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This “European Consumers Choice” Award
acknowledges the Kubikoff Company
for the excellence of its innovation
Diamond Dimple Rocking Chair,
tested and approved by European consumers.

KUBIKOFF
HEADQUARTERS
Barberino Val D’Elsa, Florence, Italy

Consumers opinions
“Perfect comfort for a real moment of relaxation while
remaining chic and refined. No trade-offs between design and comfort, the two meet.”
“The materials are very well matched with great finesse
and attention to detail. This is a piece of design that
you will not tired of. I could spend hours looking at it.”
“I must say I love the comfort and swaying of an old
rocking chair even if I would never buy one for my
home as my decor is more minimalist than Far West.
So, the Diamond Rock Chair is just great for me”

Kubikoff Srl was launched in 2004 by the
Lemson Brothers. Kubikoff Srl is a company that
is making its way in the field of design, thanks to
modern and innovative ideas, and a high-quality
production.
Kubikoff Lab designs and creates products that
are constructed with a careful attention to details,
using the newest techniques, to guarantee the
highest comfort and functionality.
At the heart of Kubikoff Lab are the master upholsterers, who pad and line the entire collection.
Kubikoff upholstery is entirely handmade, with
extreme attention to trims and finishing details,
and to the selection of the most innovative materials and fabrics, to guarantee comfortable,
functional and elegant products.
Combined with the great professionalism, and
technical knowledge of the Kubikoff Lab master
upholsterers, are the innovative ideas of European designers, who apply their efforts to design
modern, captivating furnishing elements.
The designers collaborating with Kubikoff map
out the guidelines of the collection, starting from
the base of the chairs and armchairs, which
join flawlessly with the elements designed by
Kubikoff Lab, creating products with a unique
personality, suitable for a domestic use, as well
as the contract market. The contribution given by
emerging Italian artists, enriches the Kubikoff
products, adding a touch of flair and a unique
vale.
Step into the Kubikoff world, and you’ll find versatile, functional, contemporary designs, that are
as innovative as they are affordable.

“Very resistant to knocks and shocks and easy to
clean. It’s beautiful and it’s not an ephemeral beauty,
but a very good product which could sleep in a museum but which is also perfect for daily use.”
Read more at: www.europeanconsumerschoice.org

Kubikoff srl
Via Pisana, 80 Loc. Le Grillaie
50021 Barberino Val d’Elsa - Firenze Italy
+39 055 5359087

Consumers notation
Innovation : 9.3 - Design : 9.9 - Confort : 9.6 - Global notation : 9.6

info@kubikoff. com
www.kubikoff.com

www.kubikoff.com

